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The 'ECIS International Schools Directory 2009/10' contains up-to-date facts on more than 800
schools worldwide and comprehensive details of over 570 of them which are ECIS members.
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Build confidence and understanding throughout the year with hundreds of additional practice
questions. This Workbook supports our bestselling Checkpoint series, with exercises
specifically matched to the Cambridge Progression tests and the Checkpoint tests. - Develops
understanding and builds confidence ahead of assessment with exercises matched to the tests
- Ensures a thorough understanding of all aspects of the course by following the structure of
the relevant textbook - Saves planning time with exercises that are suitable for use in class or
as homework This Workbook is matched to the Cambridge Secondary 1 Curriculum
Framework and follows the structure of the equivalent Checkpoint Student's Book exactly. This
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text has not been through the Cambridge endorsement process.
Boost learner confidence ahead of the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint tests with invaluable
support and practical, ready-to-use revision activities. This Study Guide supports revision in
preparation for the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test at the end of Stage 6. It contains
revision activities for all the strands of the Cambridge Primary Maths curriculum: Number,
Geometry, Measure and Handling data, with opportunities for Problem solving embedded
throughout. It can be used independently for homework or additional practice, or alongside the
Teacher's Guide in the classroom. - Includes helpful revision tips, key facts and engaging
questions, and fun challenge activities for those working towards high-end scores - Boosts
learners' confidence prior to taking the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test with review tests to
check progress - Works as a useful revision tool for the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test,
including a useful glossary We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement for this series.
This Teacher's Resource Book will ensure you can deliver the Cambridge Secondary 1
programme for Science with confidence. It offers detailed support with the practical aspects of
the course, and includes plenty of homework activities and worksheets. To help prepare your
students for the examination there are sample Checkpoint Tests for use at the end of the
relevant stage, with full mark schemes. Biology, Chemistry and Physics are combined in a
single handy volume, but the material is in three distinct sections so you can still teach the
course as three separate Sciences if you prefer.
Facilitates effective revision practice, in the classroom and at home, for the Cambridge Primary
Checkpoint Test.
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A thorough yet concise account of cancer biology, this book emphasizes the cellular and
molecular mechanisms involved in the transformation of normal into malignant cells, the
invasiveness of cancer cells into host tissues, and the metastatic spread of cancer cells in the
host organism. It also defines the fundamental pathophysiological changes that occur in tumor
tissue and in the host animal or patient. The approach throughout the book is to discuss the
historical development of a field, citing the key experimental advances to the present day, and
to evaluate the current evidence that best supports or rules out concepts of the molecular and
cellular mechanisms regulating cancer cell behavior. For all the areas of fundamental cancer
research, an effort has been made to relate basic research findings to the clinical disease
states. The book is well illustrated with schematic diagrams and actual research data to
demonstrate points made in the text, and there is an extensive, up-to-date bibliography. In this
revision, Dr. Ruddon has organized his text to provide more integrated discussion of the many
topics covered in the third edition. At the same time, he has included much new material on
molecular genetics and genetic diagnosis (e.g., DNA microarrays to mark tumors), RNA
interference, stem cells, cell cycle regulation, angiogenesis, etc.

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations The Cambridge Primary
English course that is mindful of learners where English is not their first language.
This Student's Book offers full coverage of the learning objectives, addresses key
objectives and includes model texts and other starting points. - Ensures full
coverage of the learning objectives - Contains model texts and other stimulating
starting points, followed by activities - Addresses key objectives including phonics
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and spelling, grammar and punctuation, reading, writing and speaking and
listening Hodder Cambridge Primary English aids preparation for the Progression
tests and Primary Checkpoint test and offers full coverage of the Cambridge
Primary English curriculum frameworks for Stages 1-6. There is a Student's
Book, Workbook and a Teacher's Pack available for each stage.
Written by well-respected authors, the suite provides a comprehensive,
structured resource which covers the full Cambridge Secondary 1 framework and
seamlessly progresses into the next stage. This engaging course supports
teaching of the Science framework both theoretically and practically, with full
coverage of the Scientific Enquiry framework integrated throughout the series.
This Workbook for Stage 7 contains exercises that develop students' ability to
apply their knowledge, as well as Scientific Enquiry skills relating to planning
experiments and recording results.
Boost learner confidence ahead of the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint tests with
invaluable support and practical, ready-to-use revision activities. This Teacher's
Guide supports revision in preparation for the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint
test at the end of Stage 6. It contains revision activities for all the strands of the
Cambridge Primary Science curriculum: Biology, Chemistry, Physics and
Scientific enquiry. It includes an overview of the learning objectives, revision
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activities, supporting photocopiables and tips to improve learners' performance. Focus revision where learners need most support and ensure coverage of the
curriculum with clearly identified learning objectives and easy-to-follow teaching
notes for each activity - Prepare learners for assessment with structured practice
tests in the style of the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test, while Quick quizzes
offer opportunities to assess understanding and progress informally - Support
Scientific enquiry investigations with photocopiable resources, enhance learners'
scientific vocabulary with Key discussion words and support them in
remembering key concepts and improving performance with Top tips We are
working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this
series.
Cambridge Primary Science is a flexible, engaging course written specifically for
the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework. This Teacher's Resource
for Stage 1 contains guidance on all components in the series. Select activities
and exercises to suit your teaching style and your learners' abilities from the wide
range of ideas presented. Guidance includes suggestions for differentiation and
assessment, and supplementing your teaching with resources available online, to
help tailor your scheme of work according to your needs. Answers to questions
from the Learner's Book and Activity Book are also included. The material is
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presented in editable format on CD-ROM, as well as in print, to give you the
opportunity to adapt it to your needs.
This book discusses the scope of science education research and practice in
Asia. It is divided into five sections: the first consists of nine chapters providing
overviews of science education in Asia (China, Lebanon, Macau, Malaysia,
Mongolia, Oman, Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand). The second section offers
chapters on content analysis of research articles, while the third includes three
chapters on assessment and curriculum. The fourth section includes four
chapters on innovative technology in science education; and the fifth section
consists of four chapters on professional development, and informal learning.
Each section also has additional chapters providing specific comments on the
content. This collection of works provides readers with a starting point to better
understand the current state of science education in Asia.
This guide has been designed with the reader inmind. In the editorial section are
articles written by experts in their field covering a wide variety of issues parents
are likely to come across when choosing a school for their child. The dirctories
contain basic information about all the schools in each country complete with
contact details. Some schools provide more information on what they offer and
include photographs. In the appendix is up-to-date information about international
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curricula and the examinations, tests and qualifications available, cobntact details
for Ministries of Education worldwide and a useful list of educational acronyms
and abbreviations.
??????????????,??????????????????????,?????76??????????????????????????
??,???????,????????????????????
Cambridge Primary Science is a flexible, engaging course written specifically for the
Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework. This Learner's Book for Stage 4 covers all
objectives required by the curriculum framework in an engaging, visually stimulating manner.
Learning through enquiry is supported by suggestions for hands-on activities, which provide
integrated coverage of the Scientific Enquiry objectives. Language skills can be developed
using the 'Talk about it!' ideas for classroom discussion. Assessment and preparation for the
Progression Test is achieved through 'Check your progress' questions at the end of each unit.
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations The Cambridge Primary English course
that is mindful of learners where English is not their first language. This Workbook has been
designed for either homework or extension activities after the relevant pages in the Student's
Book are completed. - Build on what has taken place in the lesson - Challenges students to
develop their learning further - Ideal for homework or extension activities Hodder Cambridge
Primary English aids preparation for the Progression tests and Primary Checkpoint test and
offers full coverage of the Cambridge Primary English curriculum frameworks for Stages 1-6.
There is a Student's Book, Workbook and a Teacher's Pack available for each stage
Cambridge Primary Science is a flexible, engaging course written specifically for the
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Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework. This Teacher's Resource for Stage 3
contains guidance on all components in the series. Select activities and exercises to suit your
teaching style and your learners' abilities from the wide range of ideas presented. Guidance
includes suggestions for differentiation and assessment, and supplementing your teaching with
resources available online, to help tailor your scheme of work according to your needs.
Answers to questions from the Learner's Book and Activity Book are also included. The
material is presented in editable format on CD-ROM, as well as in print, to give you the
opportunity to adapt it to your needs.
Cambridge Primary Science is a flexible, engaging course written specifically for the
Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework. This Teacher's Resource for Stage 5
contains guidance on all components in the series. Select activities and exercises to suit your
teaching style and your learners' abilities from the wide range of ideas presented. Guidance
includes suggestions for differentiation and assessment, and supplementing your teaching with
resources available online, to help tailor your scheme of work according to your needs.
Answers to questions from the Learner's Book and Activity Book are also included. The
material is presented in editable format on CD-ROM, as well as in print, to give you the
opportunity to adapt it to your needs.
The International Conference on Computational Science (ICCS 2004) held in Krak ? ow,
Poland, June 6–9, 2004, was a follow-up to the highly successful ICCS 2003 held at two
locations, in Melbourne, Australia and St. Petersburg, Russia; ICCS 2002 in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; and ICCS 2001 in San Francisco, USA. As computational science is still evolving
in its quest for subjects of inves- gation and e?cient methods, ICCS 2004 was devised as a
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forum for scientists from mathematics and computer science, as the basic computing
disciplines and application areas, interested in advanced computational methods for physics,
chemistry, life sciences, engineering, arts and humanities, as well as computer system vendors
and software developers. The main objective of this conference was to discuss problems and
solutions in all areas, to identify new issues, to shape future directions of research, and to help
users apply various advanced computational techniques. The event harvested recent
developments in comtationalgridsandnextgenerationcomputingsystems,tools,advancednumerical methods, datadriven systems, and novel application ?elds, such as complex - stems, ?nance, econo-physics
and population evolution.
Endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full curriculum
framework. Deliver the Cambridge Lower Secondary curriculum framework with confidence
using detailed support with the practical aspects of the course. - Save preparation time with
plenty of homework activities and worksheets - Prepare your students for the examination with
sample Checkpoint Tests for use at the end of the relevant stage, including full mark schemes
- Benefit from a flexible approach enabling you the choice to teach the sciences separately or
combined
This third edition of Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases provides readers with the historic and
scientific background, clinical presentations, immunologic characteristics, and the
molecular/genetic underpinnings of this rapidly enlarging class of diseases.
Endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full curriculum
framework. Spark engagement and understanding with an investigative and experimental
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approach and the strongest emphasis on Scientific Enquiry. - Benefit from a flexible approach
allowing you to teach strands separately or as combined science with topics organised by
subject - Help students demonstrate an investigative and experimental approach - Cater for all
students' needs with a course written to ensure language is appropriate for students from
around the world Fully matched to the Cambridge Lower Secondary Science Curriculum
Framework, the Cambridge Checkpoint Tests and the Cambridge Progression Tests.
Boost learner confidence ahead of the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint tests with invaluable
support and practical, ready-to-use revision activities. This Teacher's Guide supports revision
in preparation for the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test at the end of Stage 6. It contains
revision activities for all the strands of the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum: Biology,
Chemistry, Physics and Scientific enquiry. It includes an overview of the learning objectives,
revision activities, supporting photocopiables and tips to improve learners' performance. Focus
revision where learners need most support and ensure coverage of the curriculum with clearly
identified learning objectives and easy-to-follow teaching notes for each activity Prepare
learners for assessment with structured practice tests in the style of the Cambridge Primary
Checkpoint test, while Quick quizzes offer opportunities to assess understanding and progress
informally Support Scientific enquiry investigations with photocopiable resources, enhance
learners' scientific vocabulary with Key discussion words and support them in remembering
key concepts and improving performance with Top tips We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations to gain endorsement for this series.
The Cambridge Checkpoint English suite provides a comprehensive, structured resource
which covers the Secondary 1 framework for English and seamlessly progresses into the next
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key stage (covered by our Cambridge IGCSE® First Language English series). This lively,
colourful coursebook for Stage 7 includes activities to develop Reading and Writing skills, with
integrated Speaking and Listening tasks. It contains 12 themed units with a full range of
stimulus materials, including a balance of fiction and non-fiction texts from around the world.
Cell Lineage and Fate Determination provides a comprehensive view of the mechanisms
regulating cell lineage and fate determination in an effort to understand how the fertilized egg is
transformed into a complex of specialized tissues. It presents basic information on eight
different animal models and recent developmental biological research done in each model. The
book provides a focused forum presenting key information for researchers studying various
aspects of developmental and cellular biology. Extensive use of tables and black-and-white
and color figures helps illustrate each model. The book concludes by discussing future goals
for bringing cellular, molecular, and genetic research to clinical applications and tissue
replacement therapies. Key Features * Presents eight different animal models * Provides a
focused forum on cell fate determination that provides comprehensive and key information for
researchers * Illustrates the transitional relationship between researchers and clinicians *
Includes the extensive use of tables and color figures
Written for use with the Cambridge Primary Mathematics Curriculum Framework, and
endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, the Cambridge Primary Mathematics
series is informed by the most up-to-date teaching philosophies from around the world. It aims
to support teachers to help all learners become confident and successful mathematicians
through a fun and engaging scheme. Through an investigatory approach children learn the
skills of problem solving in the context of other mathematical strands in the course. The course
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will encourage learners to be independent thinkers with the confidence to tackle a wide range
of problems who understand the value and relevance of their mathematics. Classroom
discussion is encouraged to help learners become good mathematical communicators, to
justify answers and to make connections between ideas. This series is part of Cambridge
Maths (www.cie.org.uk/cambridgeprimarymaths), a project between Cambridge University
Press and Cambridge International Examinations and is appropriate for learners sitting the
Primary Checkpoint test.
Boost learner confidence ahead of the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint tests with invaluable
support and practical, ready-to-use revision activities. This Study Guide supports revision in
preparation for the Cambridge Primary Checkpoint test at the end of Stage 6. It contains
revision activities for all the strands of the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum: Biology,
Chemistry, Physics and Scientific enquiry. It can be used independently for homework or
additional practice, or alongside the Teacher's Guide in the classroom. · Includes helpful
revision tips, key facts and engaging questions, and fun challenge activities for those working
towards high-end scores · Boosts learners' confidence prior to taking the Cambridge Primary
Checkpoint test with review tests to check progress and a useful glossary of scientific
vocabulary · The scientific enquiry sections help develop skills in investigating, recording and
evaluating evidence We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement for this series.
There are currently more than 3600 IB World Schools and this number is growing annually.
The IB World Schools Yearbook is the official guide to schools authorised to offer the
International Baccalaureate Primary Years, Middle Years Diploma and Programmes. It tells
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you where the schools are and what they offer, and provides up-to-date information about the
IB programmes and the International Baccalaureate. This is an ideal reference for schools
administration, parents and education ministries worldwide as it: provides a comprehensive
reference of IB World Schools for quick and easy access raises the profile of schools within the
IB World School community, and beyond reinforces a sense of belonging to the IB World
School community

The Primary Checkpoints series is designed to provide ready-made stimulating
activities. Familiarises students with a variety of assessment formats, such as,
NAPLAN* Thematic units of work covering areas of the curriculum such as reading;
language conventions and numeracy to provide students with solid and relevant
practice towards assessment tasks at the appropriate Primary level. Each unit of work
contains: • a text type, based on a theme that is relevant to the age and ability level of
the student • reading comprehension • language convention • numeracy including
mental arithmetic questions and problem solving Each of the units also includes
motivation or encouragement pages in which students complete tasks related to other
curriculum areas such as: • science • geography • history • health • nutrition and
fitness • social issues Four Checkpoint Units to be be completed in a 'test-like' or as a
self-assessment activity. A removable answers insert.
This volume has three sections, covering biology, physics and chemistry, so teachers
can still teach the three sciences separately if they prefer. The introductory chapter
includes a new section on scientific enquiry, reflecting the focus of the new framework.
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Revise for Cambridge Science Primary CheckpointScience Study Guide
Contains up-to-date information on the full range of international schools, including
single-sex, co-educational, day and boarding schools, this guide will assist parents and
children in choosing the right international school for them.
“Frontiers in Medicinal Chemistry” is an Ebook series devoted to the review of areas of
important topical interest to medicinal chemists and others in allied disciplines.
“Frontiers in Medicinal Chemistry” covers all the areas of medicinal chemistry,
including developments in rational drug design, bioorganic chemistry, high-throughput
screening, combinatorial chemistry, compound diversity measurements, drug
absorption, drug distribution, metabolism, new and emerging drug targets, natural
products, pharmacogenomics, chemoinformatics, and structure-activity relationships.
Medicinal chemistry as a discipline is rapidly maturing. The study of how structure and
function are related is absolutely essential to understanding the molecular basis of life.
“Frontiers in Medicinal Chemistry” aims to contribute in a major way to the growth of
scientific knowledge and insight, and facilitate the discovery and development of new
therapeutic agents to treat debilitating human disorders. This Ebook series is essential
for any medicinal chemist who wishes to be kept informed and up-to-date with the latest
and the most important advances.
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